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ABSTRACT 
 
Political Crises in the world refers the untraditional way of Governing which develops the 
Political Idealism. The Politics is required to be subjective before formation of Governing 
through the systematic studies in the national curriculum. The Political Leadership can be 
effective through Political nourishment for the regional and global development in the field 
of Politics, Economy, Social, Religion and Cultural. This research paper emphasis on the 
Students who shall be using their academics as a first political learning institute and their 
classes remain a Political lab to have foundation to learn about the Politics. The political 
system requires expert Leadership for the formulation of Foreign Policies for the smooth 
governing system with the effective Management System. 
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INTRODUCTION  
  
The production of third world countries are not trained for having realistic and enduring 
results of Political Development and they have not been developed yet. The current situation 
of Politics and Politicians are putting society into dark and facilitates the gateways of 
Terrorism legitimately. The old fashion Politics hinders young’s pragmatics and proactive 
participation in Politics enthusiastically. The Young Politicians are also followers of old 
Political diction, which will have Political devastation for the next geo-political era globally. 
The third world countries have been torment, would be more dangerous in a shape of illegal 
immigration and it causes diverse reasons of problematic situations to be over burden one 
state with its limited resources.  
  
The valuable approaches of Democratization are not encouraged for the sustainability of the 
region and meddling other forces to damage the infrastructure of Democratic Government. 
The problematic issue is to be awarded among the students in reverence of Political Growth 
and to get nourished in Political scenario for the development of the state. The turning status 
of being logical appearance in the society by the training of political theories in conversion of 
practical view of getting trained politicians.  
  
Managerial Leadership 
 
The comparative study on the basis of analytical reasoning brings differentiation between 
Leader and Leadership; therefore, the result clause addresses the failure of leadership but 
having distinguished failure leader who are damaging the status of Leadership through bad 
Governance; moreover, it causes desolation of Statehood and demolishing the spiritual status 
of Political Vision. The quality and responsibility of a Leader is to have fully command in 
Economic, Social and Political sectors, which is to learn systematically by the literature 
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review to the distanced values of practical approaches for the analysis of Society in order to 
addressing the issues for the concrete long-lasting results. The emphatic values of good 
leadership is to create an ideology of ruling one state and that has principle of mobilizing the 
nature for the noble cause.  
 
Philip Sadler (2003) explains the quality of leadership in depth of intellectual approach with 
the wording of courage, strong desire to lead, ability tolerate and competitiveness leading. 
The Leadership is to learn, get fed under the umbrella of one integral mandate for the 
decision power and has capacity of fundamental ruling system by approaching Political 
scientist and Protect the state internally and externally. The updating strategically policies are 
to form Governance characteristics intellectually. The updating Policies of the world has been 
in progressive mode; therefore, there is a huge difference in political Development. The 
inherited politics and Politicians are confronting the regional intellect behavior of the voters 
that’s what the profound a great dismantling unawareness Political dictation for the youth and 
ruling them deceivingly (Phillip Sadler. 2003 pp. 30-31). The formulation of an ideology, is 
defining state of erudite Politician. It has long career of political education background for 
the welfare of State.  
  
IMPRACTICALITY 
 
The constant results are possibly extracted through the experiences of Theory and Practice in 
the field of academic for the purposeful Political Education and Literate leadership and 
Politicians would be the only source of good Governance The administrative values, 
Legislative approach, Management and exercise of executive powers shall measure through 
the Politicians’ Political Education training since student hood (ND & SS Awasthey2007 
pp.73-87).  
           
N.D Arora &S.S Awasthey (2007) describe the meaning of Political Idealism in context of 
Aristotle’s meaningful draft in chapter that has different approaches to the Platonic theory of 
political realism .The Political Idealism needs time for the penetration into soul logically and 
one Leader should give maximum time for polishing his/her Political Idealism. The Political 
thinkers are to review the political historical background so as to address the society for the 
reformation Framework in sequencing the conflict into Peace, which is the only source for 
the development of the nation and State .The logical analysis of issue rudiments to be 
observed through intellectualism and idealism. It is for the composition of concrete and 
valuable reformation. The realistic exercise of Practicing politics despite postponing 
theoretical  issue and the choice of emphatic ethics for the favorable decision, which needs to 
be at the top level focusing   sight regulatory .The Idealism of Politics is based upon the 
experience of existing reality that has already been practically exercised for the welfare of the 
state ;therefore, Political vision is to be verified by the experienced based element in the field 
of statehood .The theory of “Politics Among Students” is sponsoring the idealism that One 
politician should be very active rather proactive in construction of Political Idealism.  
 
Political Lab 
                  
Philip G. Altbaich (1974) The role of students in politics can be exemplified by the realistic 
and dynamic approach of United States Anti-Slavery movement which took place during the 
U.S Civil war got brutal space in Human History incredibly. The civil rights were distracted 
and individual freedom was in doubts by the slavery system so Students played their 
important role as pragmatics by commencing the movement of Anti-slavery system against 
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Military, were the vocal during 1960.The demonstration persuaded  Military establishment 
through the support of civilians for the awareness progress in demonstration mode at earlier 
.The slavery system was at the top priority in third world countries, whereas,  fundamental 
human rights were totally ignored and students are having acknowledged  status in promotion 
of idealistic approach for the betterment  of the society in prevention of slavery concept form 
region .The third world countries are still victimized by the slavery concept  in a shape of 
child labor ,Violence against  women, human trafficking ,women labor in context of Social 
status. (Philip G. Altbaich .1974. pp. 157-251).  
 
The global issue is to  establish Peace systematically in new world order because provocation  
and incitation brought cataclysmic situation in one mode, where thousands of innocent people 
put to the Death and sight devastation took place globally  and historians depicted the blood 
shape in previewing the facts .Philip G. Altbaich (1974) exposes The counter narrative of the 
subject matter is needed to be done with the reference of historical move as united state 
exercised in late 1950 by the name of SDS ( Students for Democratic Society  ) in 1960s .The 
Movement was based on counter narrative of anti-War movement ,had quarrel based agenda 
against Establishment  for confining the position of Peace in the region . The Students had 
critical appraisal in context of Administration failure similarly if the students are well trained 
and empowered in Politics, they would critically analysis the scenario with pragmatic 
approach. The role of Government and state or establishing peace in the Region and Peace 
networking of the student is helpful for the connectivity of Peace globally. (Philip G. 
Altbaich1974 pp. 1-2).  
                     
The commendable expression of Misage Parsa (2000) about the historical perspective view of 
developing countries, where forefront of revolutionary struggle was commenced by the 
Student organizations. Moreover, the intensive role of student in transforming the social 
structure has been encouraged. The social connectivity brought Social change in the society. 
The performance of the students in playing politics in educational campus will perform in 
reformation of society through political education and have impressive role in composing the 
educated political new system for the change. The concept of politically literate politician and 
leadership is to provide constructive decision making process for the development of the state 
and region. 
                      
Secondly the history exposes the revolutionary status of students in France, China, and 
Russia  for  setting the rules of morality , integrity and bold stepping towards development of 
the nation, The civil war of United States, Freedom war of Indo Pak referred the dynamics of 
political movements of the students when they  plunged into revolution  for positive impact, 
producing rapid track for achieving the goal of nation and rapid mobilizing approach were 
rationally executed through courageous network of Students .The awareness of anti-corrupt 
political scenario was condemned through the educated Political groups and resisted actively, 
while uneducated politicians and uninformed Leaders are being engrossed in negative 
paradigm of the virtuous Political circle. The period of Iranian Political struggle exposes the 
role of students during 1950 -1970 particularly demobilizing period of Political repression 
was accountable historical period to the other nations, where students anticipated in Political 
movement of struggling for revolting the crucial and Dictatorial  Government and brought 
streamline path for the Iranian Nation (Misage Parsa.2000. pp.94-97). 
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Leadership & Vision 
                        
Miss Sanjeeta (2011) emphasized on the subject of political Science at college level .The 
students of the college and University ought to have understanding of local, National and 
International Political system so as to gain the credibility of Political scenario in the region 
.There are conventional Degree programs in diverse Educational system where Political 
Science is taught, has Optional Subject, while Political Science must be compulsory if the 
slogan of true Pure Democracy is to be implemented by the Progressive nation and the 
development of a state with the powerful ,energetic participatory position of students in 
politics; moreover, the indicators    of development program is directly linked  with ideology 
of involving the students in Politics on international level so far student age is concerned is 
the courageous period for classifying the argument for  explanatory status of decision 
making, enthusiast approach, Patriotisms, assiduousness is the prime priority of the students 
for the integral part of emphatic achievement of objectives boldly (Sanjeeta PA 9 April 
2011). Z khan (2011) writes in Article to believe that students have inspiration and 
sentiments against the rigid policies of the Government and state therefore, their pragmatism 
would be more effective and helpful if it gets a plate forum to deliver so the Government can 
provide a systematic nourishment through supporting idealistic view of students academically 
(Z Khan PA 2 April 2011).  
                            
The concept of Political Vision is the exposition standard of knowing World Political system 
in context of one state for interspersing the Geo political situation to Geo Economical status 
with the global development standards and production of development statistically .The 
Political Vision of leadership expects to have parallel Political Education of international 
standard, which develops Political psychological effects on Youth to have effective 
participation in world Politics through systematic and pragmatics approach . 
                      
The debate of different issues on local Level to International Level for the Diplomatic status 
needs  Political Leadership  to updating issues and have strong power of Oral Presentation in 
debate, discussion for crucial speeches in order to expressing the state’s narratives for the 
welfare of the state effectively .The leadership needs to be charismatic with the mature 
effective Political dialect. The oral Presentation gets mature through different practices on 
different issues of the community .The period of exercise on different podium of Student 
hood for providing a great leader for the improvement of their political career is expected. 
The Political training for learning the format of Remonstration and Demonstration in absence 
of cataclysmic situation against the State.  
                     
The Lawmakers ,Lobbyist and Political Presenters need a strong mechanism for answering 
the complex question  in respect of long middle and short policy with  a long rage of state’s 
welfare where their argument on political issues are bound to the research and accurate 
knowledge  statistically and it is the source of developing ideas so as to have effective  
publication for gaining the credibility of the nation .The old Political system has been over 
and got to provide new techniques of Playing politics with  proper research on world Politics  
and updating for analyzing and addressing the issues for  solution globally .  
  
EXPLORATION 
                
The foreign affair has directly and indirectly  influence on nations through antagonism and 
friendly approaches that causes disapproval of local Government and concentrating the 
International Politics for the major development in Diplomatic efforts .The Foreign Policy of 
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a state is the key essence of  state for the development the region .The  slow process of 
development of the state is caused where the foreign affairs are not properly dealt with the 
diplomatic affairs and quality of leadership goes in vain .The Leader shall be more effective 
and literate in foreign and diplomatic affairs to present on international platform  and it would 
remove the deadly confliction into economic zone through the political efforts globally.  
  
LITERATE POLITICAL LEADERSHIP AND STATE DEVELOPMENT 
 
Josephs Roucek (1967) defined the powerful role of the student in reverence of less no as 
compare to one state has 20% of its population in Universities, but their status is influential 
on imminent steps of the states’ development. The role of Government is not much 
appreciable in encouraging Politics among Students, which develops perception of strike, 
Remonstration ,antagonist values against Government policies, but the students are the real 
forms of understanding  politics and its values ;nonetheless, the Political evolution  of 
Political Ideology confirms the devotion of students in Politics professionally . It has already 
been confirmed that the students are the only tool to demonstrate and bring up pressure 
groups against Government’s policies and ruling club of the state such as highlighted period 
of 1960-1965 where politics among students were badly criticized in unrest parts of the world 
exemplary South East Asia and Africa and many more third world countries expressed the 
essential role of Politics in students (Josephs Roucek1967 pp.115-121).  
                
AK Gupta (1991) highlights the importance of Political Education of the legislative 
leadership, which is defining the intellectual status of students who can be, educated enough 
to legislation in Parliament or similar class for proposing and opposing the Bill. The impact 
of wrong decision brings suffering of the nation and critically devastates the prosperity of the 
nation into dark side. The production of legislative pragmatics along with external and 
internal policies of the state will be more effective with intellectual leadership. (AK Gupta 
1991. P-06).  
                  
Karl Hosteler, R. Mctaran sawyer (2002) exposes the compliment the sponsoring across the 
institutions for the college events .The students who play politics with constructive Political 
Agenda. The  national Political groups will participate in  universities at the  top level 
election system for the financial ,Social and political capacity building .The organized 
mechanism intercollegiate election, must be scheduled by the influence of national( Central 
Government ) support to facilitate their scheduled mechanism of election for all parties wings 
in reverence of  demonstrating fear election ,voting .The  nourishing leadership has capacity  
to address the problematic issues and go for the pragmatisms literally. It would develop 
mindset of the Young to know their energy and capacity for the reformation of the State (Karl 
Hosteler R. Mctaran sawyer .2002.pp 80).  
                   
S.K Pattnaik (1982) tried to explain the union election of students whereas the student get 
trained to analyze the situation for the current political scenario  The political workers and  
intellectual leaders are scarcely found who can work out for the betterment of the society 
(S.K Pattnaik1982 pp.81). The political Pragmatics is the term to have approach to 
philosophy, primarily held by American philosophers, which holds that the truth or meaning 
of a statement is to be measured by its practical participation. Suisheng Zhao defines the 
(CSP) China Communist Partner identified the proactive approach of Students which 
increased 30% to 40% of self-interest consideration for the commercial activities .The status 
of students in the development of China turned the mind sets of a common person to work on 
product and economical justice so as to drive to the revolution that brought fruitful aspect in 
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the region by the struggle of students. The Democracy of China was in prospective of 
reconsidering the Political approach values for the individual to nation’s development and the 
result has China’s rapid growing status in the World (Suisheng Zhao 2000 pp. 233).  
 
A.K Gupta (1991) defines the process of states’ development is based upon the Legislative 
view for producing law and order for establishing Peace and securing the nation form internal 
and external threats on the basis of Political ,Social, Economic, Cultural and Religious factors 
through legislation which needs to have intellectual approach by the educated Politicians, 
while uneducated, and Timid Politician may not be in favor of national interest .The Public 
opinion cannot be legislated if strong analytical  approach of Politicians are not accurately 
response to it Skillfully (A.K Gupta 1991 pp. 08).  
  
POLITICAL ATTITUDE 
                    
Jorgen Rasmussen (1967) persuades to have educated politician to put forward new trend of 
Political Attitude through training .The most important issue is Political Attitude which is not 
given appropriate place in Political discourse that brought contradictory position of the 
Politicians and moves to rows till Political killings in history. The subject of Political Attitude 
refers Political Maturity to base upon commendably characteristics (Jorgen Rasmussen 1967 
pp. 161).  
  
The influential educated Politicians are always recruited into Parties by a variety of structure 
and upmost element is educated  Politician who has adept in absoluteness in Political 
education since his schooling and he would be beneficial for the party and Government for 
the welfare of the state .The research of Canadian and American National Legislation found 
that if a Child is interested in Politics since  Childhood,  is more effective Politician than who 
got engaged in Adult age because Adult has Economical  Depression due to  diverse reasons 
and it does not allow to participate efficiently .The element of political attitude to have 
respectful, noble, proactive and assiduous presence to manage any issue in time effectively 
(Jorgen Rasmussen 1967 pp.154-155).  
  
The involvement of students in politics brings political awareness theoretically to understand 
the Political situation of internal and external threats which needs to be understood by the 
Ideological awareness and students of Political Science can draft fruitful diplomatic efforts by 
composing the policy of the state successfully .The theoretical knowledge is the base of 
Practical issues to counter and put to the solution with the Political ideological wisdom; 
correspondingly the students approach of doing work declares a team work and instinct to 
main issue with devolution on contrary the politician have become opportunist despite having 
integral part of unity in Political system of the state .The integrity  of the Nation is based 
upon collective approach so as to produce counter narrative standing on one page agenda 
which is possibly done by the Politics in students till mature grooming process adherently.  
  
CONCLUSIONS  
  
Political Training is an active rather proactive vision for the Students to bring out fruitful 
results in the matter of Political Idealism through different angles. An act of Political 
Socialization remains successful in context of Politics among students and getting trained 
practically. The concerning above discussion brings up Politics among students is an essential 
element in the field of Politics in subjecting focusing point, is Political Behavior either for the 
process of Election.  
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The sum-up of this paper is to give birth a enlighten Political training  among students in their 
academics with full support of the State and Government for getting trained  Leadership for 
good governance on the basis of Patriot Political Idealism with an international  Political 
Vision for  resulting the  Formation of Policy, The Essential element is to be focusing the 
detail of  Political Research for the Political Pragmatics with the historical references of 
Students relentless Revolutions, that gives formation of  Political Attitude which necessarily 
builds a Political podium for the common purpose and common cause.  
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